Tintori Castings Terms and Conditions
Tintori Castings Fifteen-Year Limited Warranty
Tintori Castings warrants to the initial purchaser of the products that they will
repair or replace the product that contains a defect in material or workmanship for a period
of fifteen years from the date it is delivered to the initial purchaser. This limited warranty
does not include those parts that fall under standard regular maintenance of the product.
The warranty does not apply to conditions resulting from: misuse, abuse, any drainage
issues (clogging the piece from the floor to bottom of the planter or not allowing water to
reach drainage holes inside the pieces, or oversize planting in a restricted space),
unauthorized modifications, weather, neglect, accident, modifications (ie. painting, staining,
or alterations made to the structure of the product), and shipping issues such as breakage or
lost items in shipping.
The remedy under this warranty is limited to repair or replacement at Tintori Castings’
option of the defective parts of the warrantied product. All replaced items will be honored
upon return of the purchased product, and inspected at the time of product being returned to
Tintori Castings. Then and only then will the honorability of the replacement be completed.
Tintori Castings will not acquire any shipping or packaging fees for returns
This is the only written warranty applicable to the product. The duration of the implied
warranty on the product is limited to the fifteen-year duration of this express warranty. In no
event shall Tintori Castings be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, including
but not limited to, damage to any plants that may have been planted in the product. Some
states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or
limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions
may not apply to you.
Custom Products
Tintori Castings welcomes the opportunity to either customize our standard
product or create custom solutions for your application. We classify custom work
in these categories:
1) Those which are minor changes to standard products.
2) Those which are for unavailable sizes of existing collections and products.
3) Those which fit our manufacturing capabilities, but aren’t similar to our existing
product lines.
Please ask your Tintori Castings representative if there are minimum order quantity
requirements on custom products. Custom orders are not subject to cancellation or return.

Standard Lead-time Matrix
Tintori Castings estimates lead-times based upon the type of product and the
quantity ordered. Lead-times will vary with the season and order flow, so please
consult with your Tintori Castings representative for actual estimates.
Target shipping dates will only be confirmed once the order is received by Tintori
Castings. While we make every attempt to deliver to target shipping dates,
Tintori Castings cannot guarantee deliveries, and is not liable for costs
associated with delays. Any changes in contracts that cause delay in production or
manufacturing, such as sizes, color, finishing delays, shipping delays, architectural,
drawing and design delays, will acquire storage fees. Those fees must be taken on by the
client. Tintori Castings reserves the right to determine those fees depending on the
amount of space needed for the items.
Tintori Castings Service Level Agreement:
At Tintori Castings we will do our utmost to respond to customer needs on a
prompt and timely basis. If you need something done faster than our estimated
time, let us know and we will do our best to accommodate you. For all
pricing, delivery and manufacturing time estimates please contact us at 845-382-9773.
or by email at info@tintoricastings.com.
Freight
All products are shipped freight, prepaid and billed to take advantage of the discounted
rates we receive from the freight lines. All freight will be shipped FOB Accord, N.Y. Freight
quotes are available, prior to order. Any unusual freight requirements, such as crating,
packaging and shipping specifications, which Tintori Castings suggests, must be
implemented in order for Tintori Castings to honor our warrantee. All freight charges will
include a surcharge for packaging and handling. You are free to arrange your own freight,
although we reserve the right to add a packaging & handling charge. Should you request a
split shipment, it will likely increase the freight charges. We will ask you to approve freight
charges prior to releasing the shipment. Sometimes split shipments are more economical.
If this is the case, we will alert you to that fact.
Freight Damage Claims – the customer must inspect all shipments before signing
for delivery. Claims must be noted on bill of lading before the driver leaves and
reported to Tintori Castings within 24 hours. If it isn’t noted on the bill of lading,
the freight carrier will not honor claims for damages. We’ll do everything we can
to make sure that you are satisfied with the condition of your product, but Tintori Castings
is not responsible for freight damage.
Other Terms and Conditions of Sale
Commercial List Pricing does not constitute an offer of sale. All Commercial List
Pricing is provided as a non-binding approximation of prices available to qualified
wholesale accounts through Tintori Castings distributors.
Minimum order - $5 handling charge on all orders less than $50.00.
Terms – Credit Card or C.O.D for the first order until account is established. Net
30, no retention for qualified accounts. Ask your Tintori Castings representative for a copy
of our credit policy. Most of our products require a 50% deposit with Release for
Production, Balance will be paid C.O.D or check at time of delivery.

